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Introduction.
It's no surprise that with the Internet being one of the easiest ways to
test markets and develop a profitable business at very little cost,
thousands of new entrepreneurs are setting up shop, establishing
their brand and venturing into some of the most profitable markets
online.
Whether you are interested in developing high quality info-products,
becoming an affiliate marketer or making a fortune offering your own
unique brand of products and services, there are hundreds of
hungry markets to explore.
And, you don't have to be a seasoned marketer or an experienced
product developer to be able to take advantage of the global outreach
that the Internet makes possible.
All you need to do is committ to taking action and apply proven
strategies for setting up and maintaining a successful online
business and then working consistently to improve your business,
build your brand and grow a targeted, responsive customer base.
And remember, everyone, at some point, was in a similar situation as
the one you are now in, new to the world of online business and not
sure where to begin.
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Don't let this deter you from taking that first step forward, because
with the information contained within this guide, you will be able to
gain the knowledge and experience that you need to set up a well
structured website, while maximizing your outreach and your income,
and exploring an unlimited number of profitable online businesses.
This guide was designed to eliminate your chances of failure, and
to save you time and money by giving you the tools and resources
you need, so that all of the pieces of the puzzle come together, and
you are able to construct a solid blueprint that will lead you to your
overall objective: being successful online.
When it comes to evaluating the type of product or service that you
are going to offer, you first need to determine whether your market
consists of active buyers, and then dig down deep into your niche to
closely investigate current products that are successfully selling as
well as what continues to be in demand.
It's very important that you are able to determine the profitability of
your niche market before you venture into it.
After all, there is no point in creating products for a market that isn't
interested in purchasing them.
With the Internet consistently changing, what is feasible today just
might not be as lucrative in a couple of months from now, so if you
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truly want to be successful online, you will need to be able to adapt to
sudden changes in markets as well as create a system that can be
easily modified and expanded to include future business models.
That way, in the event that your industry changes and your current
product line is no longer in demand, you will be able to shift your
focus towards current market trends.
To get started, there are a handful of basic skills that are needed in
order for you to begin to create your online business, and properly
structure your website, sales funnel and finally, back end system.
Even if you are brand new to online business, the requirements are
minimal, and you should be able to complete each step quickly, by
following your quick start guide.
Let's get started !

Brian Simpson
AlbaIM Social Network
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Warning! Be Careful Online.
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Chapter 1 :Starting Online Business: Basic Skills.
The very first thing you will need in order to create an online presence
is a domain name. The cost of a domain registration is about $8.50
or less and will provide you with the ability to create a website where
potential buyers are able to explore your product or services, as well
as find out more about you.
This is also where you will want to build an email based mailing list,
that is a collective database of prospects who have requested to
received additional information, including future broadcasts and
special offers, delivered to them by your autoresponder system.
There are hundreds of domain registrars online to choose from,
however, my personal recommendation is to use either
http://www.NameCheap.com or http://www.GoDaddy.com due to the
lower costs involved as well as the simplistic interface provided by
both of these services.
If you would prefer to explore other options, you can do a quick
search to locate websites featuring reviews of various domain
registrars that are available.
One thing to keep in mind however, is that you should always be
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given full control of your domain name, including a control panel that
allows you to make DNS changes, set address and contact
information, and customize settings relating to your domain.
When choosing your domain name, you want to ensure that you
select a name that is memorable and ties in closely with your brand
and market.
For example, if you were offering a design service catering to new
webmasters who need a website design, you could choose a domain
name that includes the keywords "design" or 'graphics".
Whatever you choose, you want to ensure that people can easily
spell it and remember it. Avoid hyphens, numbers or odd spellings,
and if possible, always register a top level domain extension, which is
the .com.
NOTE: You should NOT choose your domain name until you have
settled on your niche and market focus, so that your domain name
blends well with your target audience and incorporates relevant
keywords pertaining to your industry.
If you struggle to find an available domain name, there are services
online that can suggest available names from keywords that you
enter into the search bar.
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One of these services is NameBoy, available at
http://www.NameBoy.com

Simply enter in a couple of relevant keywords that describe your
market, website or product and click on “go Nameboy” to retrieve an
extensive list of available domain names.
Once you have your domain name registered, you will need a web
hosting account. Once again, there are many to choose from but
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what you want to do is focus on affordable options, since when you
first create your website you won't need all that extra space. Once
your website grows and you begin to generate traffic to your website,
you can easily upgrade your hosting plan.
Here are a few hosting providers worth considering:
http://www.HostGator.com
http://www.Dreamhost.com
http://www.GoDaddy.com
A hosting account and domain name are important, because without
these elements, you will be unable to develop an online presence.
You want to be able to send people to an information page that
features your product line, affiliate products you recommend, or
information on your services.
Together, with your domain name, and an autoresponder account,
it's all you really need to initially build your online business
online.
In order to create your actual website, you would typically have to
either outsource the design to a developer, or learn how to edit,
manipulate and code HTML yourself.
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These days, there is a simple solution for those who are looking to
design, maintain and control every aspect of their website without
having to outsourcing anything at all.
You can achieve this by using a blog script as your website's
foundation. The reason why blogs are so commonly used even for
static websites, is due to the simplicity in which even the newest
business owner can instantly create full featured websites with very
little experience or knowledge required.
In fact, when it comes to building a website with categories, sub
categories, interior pages, posts and organized content, using a blog
structure is hands down, the easiest content management solution
available online.
And , it's entirely free!
The most commonly used blog script is found at
http://www.Wordpress.org (don't confuse this with the free blog
hosting service offered at http://www.Wordpress.com because if you
choose to set up your website there, it will be controlled and hosted
by Wordpress itself).
With the .org version, you can simply download a copy of the blog
software and install it on your own hosting account.
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With Wordpress.org, you are in full control of how your blog looks,
functions and is structured and are also given additional options that
are not available with hosted accounts, such as being able to add in
Adsense advertising, offer sponsor ad spots, add in a mailing list and
much more.
Even for those with limited to no experience installing scripts,
Wordpress is incredibly easy to set up, in fact, most hosting accounts
today come bundled with software (such as Fantastico) that with a
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single click, will install a current version of Wordpress on your website
without you ever having to upload or modify a single file.
Very easy!
When it comes to remotely hosted blogs, where someone else
manages your blog for you, you are often restricted by what you can
do with it, so I strongly advise against using remotely hosted options
unless you have absolutely no other choice.
Furthermore, you will appear more professional if you house your
own blog with your own domain name.
Another great reason to set up your website on a blog platform is
simply due to the fact that these types of websites often rank higher
in the search engines because they are easy to optimize, and with a
number of plugins and add-ons that are available to Wordpress
users, you can instantly tweak your website for better rankings by
adding in tags, keywords, page titles and meta tags that are relevant
to every page on your site.
And there's yet another reason why blogs are such a great choice
when developing your online business website.
With blogs, you are able to dynamically change the content on your
website instantly, as well as create content that appears on specified
dates in the future, meaning that you don't even have to be physically
present in order to ensure that your website features fresh content.
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Furthermore, with blogs you are able to encourage interaction and
return visits from guests and members who are able to post
comments regarding your articles, posts and pages (this can also be
turned off if you wish).
Once you have downloaded and installed a copy of Wordpress, you
will be able to take advantage of their vast community of developers,
people who are constantly working to create new interactive plugins
and modules that will extend the functionality of your website and
increase exposure and interaction with your website visitors.
One aspect of using Wordpress that will also save you a lot of time
and money is in their theme development, communities that offer high
quality, professional templates that can be instantly activated on your
website, changing everything from its color scheme, navigation and
layout with a single click!
You can start out using a free theme until your website is making
money and then consider hiring an affordable blog designer, who can
craft a custom theme for your website. This will further your brand
and help you develop a memorable, unique website.

Many people mistakingly believe that blogs are only useful when
creating interactive communities, but in reality, even if your website
will consist of a single static sales page, you can still use the power of
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Wordpress to create high quality websites, quickly and easily while
taking advantage of the fact that search engines like Google.com
prefer content-rich websites developed on a blog structure over most
other formats out there.
Imagine just how easy it will be to create a network of well structured,
professional websites all powered by Wordpress.
You will be able to severely cut down on development time (and
costs) and focus on what matters most:
Growing your online business.

Chapter 2: Your Online Niche Market.
One of the biggest obstacles that new marketers face is not knowing
what product or service to offer first. They may have an idea about
the market that they are interested in, and they may even know the
type of product that they wish to create, but they simply don't know
where to begin.
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The easiest way to chisel out your niche and determine what angle
to take is by first evaluating your existing knowledge and skills.
 What are you able to create that would be unique, and
different from what already exists on the market?
 What topics are you interested in or personally connected

to that you believe you could stay focused on?
It's critical that you evaluate your personal interests and then
determine whether there's an existing market for this, or whether the
market is overly saturated or quite simply, too small.
Many of the Internet's leading marketers and developers will tell you
that you shouldn't necessarily follow what you are personally
passionate about and instead, focus on what is most profitable.

From a personal perspective, I believe you should focus on both of
these elements, because if you choose a topic or industry that isn't of
interest to you personally, you may find it difficult to stick with it, and
to continue to develop your community or website later on.
While keeping this in mind, it's equally as important to ensure that
whatever industry you are interested in carries enough weight in
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terms of interest, existing buyers and scalability, so that you are
able to consistently grow your business by catering to the existing
market and developing future products and services to encompass
the market as it continues to expand.
Don't overlook this step in the process because it's essentially one of
the most important factors as to whether you will be successful or not.
Choosing the right market and understanding your target audience is
exceptionally important.
So write down a list of potential ideas and topics that you are
interested in. Whether you have experience with golfing, consulting,
parenting, or even public speaking, it's important to create a rough
draft of ideas that you can further investigate later on.
It's very important that whatever market you choose, you are able to
put your own spin on the material, so that your product isn't simply a
replica of another existing one, and while it's very difficult to come up
with new topics and coverage that doesn't already exist (especially if
you are focused on mainstream markets), it's very important that
you put your own personal touch on your product and present it
so that it's as unique as possible.
This is one of the biggest mistakes that new marketers make when
entering the world of online business and Internet Marketing.
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Rather than creating an outline of a potential product and filling in the
gaps or improving their product based on what is already on the
market, they simply create a close replica of an existing product,
believing that since the original product was successful, theirs is
bound to do just as well.
Without a doubt, this is the easiest way to sabotage your efforts
before you ever get off the ground.
What you need to remember is that in order to be successful in any
market, you need to stand out from the crowd, to present your
information in a refreshing, new way and to establish yourself as an
authority on the topic by being able to offer your customer base with a
reason to purchase from you, rather than your competition.
If you merely go for the easiest route (that is modeling your product
after an existing one), and that merchant is already an established
figure in your industry, odds are that those being given the option to
purchase from yourself or an existing merchant, will likely choose the
person they already know.
One other thing that I'd like you to keep in mind is just how important
your reputation really is. In online business, regardless of niche or
industry, people buy from those they trust.
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If you are after fast cash with no concern for the overall picture, you
are putting your reputation at risk by being seen as someone who has
no sincere interest or regard for their customers.
Rather than promoting every product that hits your inbox, or every
joint venture you may be offered, consider whether it's truly
something that you would purchase yourself, after all, the products
and people you endorse or recommend are a different association to
you. Make sure to choose wisely.
Once you have a general idea of the kinds of products you are
interested in creating, and the topics and markets that you believe are
worth evaluating, you need to consider one more element to your
online business development. What you want to be known for.
Have you ever heard the phrase, "Jack of all trades, Master of
None"?
It's a prime example of what you don't want to be known for in your
online business circle. It's always best to settle on growing your
reputation and brand as an expert or authority in one market, then
once you have solidified your name in that industry, you can expand
and focus on another topic.
If you simply venture into the online business field with a generic
approach that you will be a seasoned professional and expert on
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every mainstream topic, you will not only spread yourself too thin to
be genuine in your attempts, but others will see right through the
charade.
After all, if you were interested in seeking the advice or purchasing a
product in the golfing niche, and you saw that the expert or guru in
that market also claimed to be the expert or guru in the 'baseball'
niche, you might have reservations in regards to the validity of their
claims.
No one can be everything to everyone, and it's far more important to
be the best you can be in one market, than defeating the purpose by
trying to cover all bases with limited time.
Another reason why it's always best to decide on your foundation
early on, is simply due to being memorable and brandable. If you
think of the top players in any given niche, there are bound to be a
handful of names that instantly pop into your head.
These people have done their job as branding themselves as
authorities in their market, because whenever someone mentions the
industry, their names are the first to be mentioned.
This is exactly what you need to do if you want to make the most
money possible in your niche. You want to be the "go to" person for
your industry, the authority, the expert, the guru.
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You want people to think of you as someone with extensive
knowledge and experience with your chosen topic, and to purchase
from you time and time again because they believe that you are the
one person who is most experienced.
Make sense?
Keeping this in mind, when considering your topic also consider what
you want to be known for within that market.
If you are interested in the "Make Money Online" market, would you
want to be known as the "Affiliate Guru", or perhaps the "CPA
professional"?
Think carefully about this, and start to draw out an outline of your
business plan.
We'll cover niche marketing in greater detail in the next chapter,
where I will show you how to dig for profitable keywords, evaluate
your potential topics and explore markets to determine profitability
before you create products !
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Chapter 3 : Niche Market Research.
So, you're ready and eager to dive into the world of online business!
You know that you need a domain name, a hosting account, and that
you can use a Wordpress blog platform to create feature laden,
interactive websites without the cost of outsourcing designs.
You also know that you need to chisel down a potential list of topics
and markets that you are interested in, and that before you solidify
your options, you will need to further conduct market research.
This is what this entire chapter is devoted to, helping you evaluate the
profitability of a niche market so that you are able to make as much
money as possible while minimizing any wasted time and resources.
The objective here is for you to be able to follow a step by step
blueprint to quickly evaluating a niche prior to registering a domain
name, setting up a website or creating a product, so that you know,
without a doubt, that the markets you choose are worthwhile.
First of all, if you are unsure of what a "niche" actually is, in simple
terms, a niche is simply a specific topic within a market.
For instance, if you are involved in the weight loss industry, your
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personal niche might be to focus on "body building" or perhaps "raw
food diets".
Choosing a specific niche rather than a general topic allows you to
cater more specifically to a target audience, and hone in on your
customer base.
As you may know, generic websites that cover a broad range of
topics is often far more difficult to be successful with in comparison
with a website geared towards specific topics.
This is because those seeking answers or solutions to their problems
are looking for targeted information, and while there are exceptions to
this rule, it's usually easier to dominate your market, if you break it
down into individual niches.
Look over the list you created with potential ideas for topics and see if
you can dissect each one even further so that you are zeroing in on
specific niches.
If you have "make money online" as a niche topic, filter out ideas by
covering specific sub topics within that market, (example: affiliate
marketing, work at home jobs, freelancing, info product development,
SEO services, etc).
The more targeted your niche, the easier it will be for you to enter the
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market and be able to develop targeted campaigns that reach out to
specific groups of people (your target base).
One of the biggest mistakes that new marketers and online business
owners make, is in trying to find markets that are virtually untapped.
They want to be the primary authority in the market, to create
business in non-existant industries, and in all reality, this is
exceptionally difficult to do, not to mention exhausting in terms of
time, money and resources.
Instead, try to focus on existing markets where business is booming,
competition exists and products are already created, because if you
do this, you're far more likely to focus on profitable markets. After all,
the more competition, the more products typically equates to more
people searching and actively purchasing this type of material.
This doesn't mean that mainstream markets are a snitch to do
business in, in fact, this is exactly why you need to dissect your
market and determine your exact niche.
Broad markets like "Weight Loss" or "Personal Development" are
very hard to infiltrate because of just how incredibly competitive the
market is. What you need to do is investigate "sub niches", smaller
markets that exist within the large, mainstream culture, so that you
can still focus on profitable (and popular markets) but with fewer
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competition.
You also want to consider whether your potential market consists of
"desperate buyers". It's easier to sell products to people who are
already actively purchasing and have available funds to continue
purchasing, than it would be if you were selling a product geared
towards helping people who are struggling with finances.
(Example: Selling an info product on weight loss to someone looking
to lose 50lbs would be easier than selling an ebook on budgeting to
someone in a cash crisis and less likely to spend money so easily).
So, how can you determine what markets are profitable and whether
it's worth pursuing?
Here is a quick-start overview to finding hot, profitable markets:
Step 1: Your first step is a very simple one and that is to quickly
evaluate the popularity of an overall market by using search engines,
like http://www.Google.com
What you need to do is enter in relevant terms and keywords that
apply to your market to determine how many results appear (how
many pages exist that have this keyword phrase), as well as how
many competitors appear within the Google's Advertising program,
Adwords.
- 26 -
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In my example, I entered in the term “getting your ex back”, a very
popular market online. Here is what Google’s results displayed with
this keyword search phrase:

The greater number of sponsors, the more likely the niche is a
profitable one, as each of these advertisers are paying for exposure
through PPC (Pay per click) advertising.
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When entering in keyword phrases, make sure that you wrap your
text in quotations, as it will instruct Google to search only for websites
that encompass the entire phrase. This will help you narrow down
your search and generate more relevant results.
Example: "Raw Food Diets"
You can also search whether or not there are existing affiliate
programs and products in your niche by entering in relevant keywords
into Google such as "your niche+affiliate program", or
"your+niche+forums" (using the plus symbol will help generate more
accurate results as well).
If there is a lot of activity and interaction within your niche, with
forums, affiliate products, existing advertisers and communities
dedicated to or focused on your topic, it's very likely that your market
is a profitable one.
Step 2: To evaluate the number of competitors as well as investigate
existing products (and possibly to help you generate ideas for your
own products), one of the easiest ways to research your niche is by
visiting http://www.ClickBank.com
With ClickBank, you are able to browse through their marketplace
and search for products in a variety of categories. I have used this
marketplace to generate dozens of product ideas and by seeing what
- 28 -
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is already selling, you can easily estimate the demand in that niche
and whether it's feasible to consider venturing into it yourself.
Visit ClickBank and click on the "Marketplace" link in the top
navigation bar to begin.

The objective is to locate a niche that has at least 25 products
already selling within it.
In my example, I entered in the term “Acne Cure” within the
marketplace’s built-in search utility. Here are my results:
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There are over 50 products featured for this term alone, indicating
that this is a very popular market.
A niche that contains less than 20-25 products might not be big
enough and having a large variety will help you make more money by
being able to review and evaluate only the best products to promote
to your mailing list.
Here are some other places worth reviewing:
http://www.PayDotCom.com
http://www.CJ.com
http://www.LinkShare.com
http://www.AssociatePrograms.com
http://www.AffiliateGuide.com
http://www.ShareASale.com
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Note: Write down everything that comes to mind and create a
personalized swipe file of resources, potential product ideas, and
competing sites that you can take a closer look at to determine what
their focus is, how you can put your own spin on existing products
and improve what is already selling successfully.
You can also compile a listing of affiliate products that you can
promote on your website, blog or through your back-end (thank you
page, or sales funnel) where your customers are able to purchase
additional products, generating affiliate commissions for each product
you passively sell.
Here are a few other resources to help you evaluate niche markets,
and keywords:
ClickBank Top Sites
http://cbtopsites.com/
CB Engine:
http://www.CBEngine.com
Yahoo Keyword Research
http://www.yahoo.com/
Google Keyword Research
https://adwords.google.com/select/KeywordToolExternal
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Ebay Pulse
http://pulse.ebay.com/
Amazon
http://www.amazon.com/
Scour the database for existing books, (both physical and digital) to
determine how popular each topic is.
Google Trends
http://www.google.com/trends
A quick and easy way to come up with possible niche markets that
are worth venturing into is to browse through recent searches on
Google Trends : http://google.com/trends
Keyword Search Tool (SpyFU)
http://www.spyfu.com/
SEM Rush:
http://www.semrush.com
Quantcast:
http://www.quantcast.com/
Board Tracker
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Visit http://www.BoardTracker.com/and search for "no solution" (in
quotations). This will yield a list of recent discussions from people
who are seeking a solution to specific problems in a wide variety of
markets. BoardTracker tracks millions of threads across the Internet,
so you are able to locate common questions or unresolved problems
from consumers seeking information and help.

When conducting niche research, you are accomplishing a few
things at once.
First, you are researching your niche to determine how profitable it is,
you are evaluating competition, generating new product ideas,
investigating current products on the market and finally, creating a
swipe file of relevant keywords used within the market.
What you will do with these keywords is incorporate them into your
own website, blogs, articles and content so that search engines that
crawl your website will be able to index your pages based on the
keywords that you are using.
The more relevant your keywords are to your niche, the more
accurate the results will be when those searching for information
associated to your niche enter in similar keyword phrases into the
search engine.
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You also should keep in mind that when integrating keyword phrases
into your website, you can easily filter out freebie seekers by focusing
on action drive (buyer oriented) keywords that will tap into your
consumer base who are ready to purchase your products.
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Distribution Channels And Product Types.
Now that you have a solid idea as to the niche you are going to focus
on, you'll need to determine what type of product or service you are
going to offer, and how exactly, you intend to make money online.
If you are brand new to online business, rest assured that you can
still make a full time income without ever having to develop your own
product (at least initially).
Instead, consider getting involved in affiliate marketing, where you
create squeeze pages, landing pages and articles that review and
provide information on specific products, and include your affiliate
link. For each product that is purchased you will instantly generate an
affiliate commission.
Affiliate marketing is when you earn money by commissions that are
generated as a result of your direct promotion. Each time you refer a
potential customer to a merchants website and they in turn, purchase
a product after following your affiliate link, you are credited with the
sale and paid for your referral.
The beauty of affiliate marketing is that you can begin to make money
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instantly, without having to create your own product or even do any
niche research yourself.
You can simply locate hot products within affiliate directories such as
www.CJ.com and www.ClickBank.com and then set up reviewbased websites where you offer a detailed overview of each product,
weighing out the pro's and con's and providing value to those seeking
out more information prior to making a purchase.
Another great aspect to affiliate marketing is that you are rarely
required to create your own promotional material, although the more
unique your content is, the better it will convert.
Merchants will provide you with the foundation of tools that you need,
including graphics and promotional media that you can edit or modify,
so that it's tailored to your own customer base.
You can also set up Wordpress based blogs that offer quality content
relating to these markets, and include affiliate links within the body of
the content, or in your navigation menu.
You can take it a step further by getting involved in article marketing,
where you create relevant articles on specific products and include
your affiliate link within your resource box.
As an affiliate marketer, you will want to evaluate the products that
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you intend to promote so that you are comfortable with the quality of
the material, and in the sales process itself.
Go through the order process, ensure that everything flows well, that
the sales page is well constructed and that there are no external
leaks. Since you will be pre-selling customers and driving traffic to
merchant websites, you want to ensure that you are going to promote
products that produce the best results, so make sure to take the time
to analyze each and every product prior to promoting it.
When searching for affiliate products on marketplaces like ClickBank,
you can use the "Gravity" listing as a tool to estimate how many sales
have been generated as a result of affiliate promotion.

This will give you a good understanding as to how many affiliates are
actively promoting the product as well as how high the conversion
rate is.
(Conversion rates are determine by how many sales result from every
100 visits to a website. If 1 person purchases a product out of every
100 visitors, that means the product converts at 1%)
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There are literally hundreds of options available to you when
considering affiliate marketing, and with only a domain name and a
blog-based website, you can be set up and ready to go within only a
few short hours.
If, however, you are interested in creating your own brand and
developing your own product line, there are simple ways to get
started, that are cost effective and simple to do.
First, consider all of your options. Do you want to create an
information product that is available as an ebook (in digital form), or
are you interested in creating a physical package?
If you are looking to keep your costs low, it's recommended that you
begin with an ebook or online option, and later expand to offer a
physical version if you are selling enough to justify it.
Depending on your niche, you could also offer video tutorials, create
a membership website, offer e-courses, interviews, audio clips, or
services that include consulting or coaching.
Here is a quick overview of the different product types:
Digital Products
This category includes e-products that are downloadable or viewable
online and do not require any physical shipments or inventory.
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Products like this can include ebooks, online tutorials, membership
access, articles, designs, templates, videos, audios, transcripts,
audios, interviews and more.
Digital goods are easy to product, require no upfront costs and are
easy to manage. In fact, using services like http://www.E-Junkie.com
or scripts like www.DLGuard.com , you can completely automate the
order delivery process, freeing up your time and resources.
Physical Products
This is where you create a product that is shipped out to your
customer, such as CD, hardcover or paperback book, courses in
binders, video tapes or DVD's, reports, etc.
While this can be an exceptionally profitable method as many people
perceive the value of physical material to be higher than that of digital
products, you then carry the cost of production, shipments, inventory
and distribution.

Just as you narrowed down your niche market, you will need to
narrow down the different product types and distribution channels
available.
Determine cost effective avenues and methods in which to get your
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message across to consumers and in turn, promote affiliate products
to these prospects.
Creating websites, blogs, newsletters, possibly setting up a forum or
discussion group for people interested in this particular subject
matter.
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Chapter 4: Create An Email Marketing List
We've discussed the importance of using a blog platform when
creating your website in a previous chapter. Now, we're going to
discuss exactly how you can create your opt-in box and begin to
generate traffic to your website and build a responsive list of
subscribers.
Even if you are brand new to marketing, you are likely aware that the
easiest way to make money online is by building an email list of
people who are interested in specific topics.
By doing this, you will be able to build a relationship with your
prospects, and make money with product advertisements, future joint
ventures and of course, affiliate marketing.
Imagine just how easy it would be to make money if you had an
existing, built-in customer base that you could contact at any time
with broadcasts, special offers and new product notification?
You could easily jumpstart new websites, test out new product ideas,
compile feedback from your existing market in regards to the types of
products and services that they are interested in purchasing, extract
testimonials and social proof for your websites and much, much
more!
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It's no wonder that it's been said countless times throughout history
that the "Money is in the list".
So, here's exactly how to get started:
Step 1: Set Up Your Your Autoresponder Service
There are a dozen different autoresponder providers online, with the
two most popular options being www.GetResponse.com and
www.Aweber.com .
Both of these autoresponder services feature affordable mailing list
solutions, where you can create as many autoresponders as you
wish, all from within one centralized account.
This autoresponder service will generate the code that you use when
creating opt-in boxes on your website.
In addition, you need an autoresponder account so that you can
compile a list of subscribers, ensure that they double-opt in (meaning
that they verify their request to be added to your mailing list to avoid
any future spam complaints), and so that you are able to effectively
manage your campaigns and set up your email broadcasts so that
they filter out on pre-set dates.
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For example, if you create an autoresponder campaign, typically the
first message is sent out instantly after a subscriber joins and
confirms their request to be added to your list.
This email, usually a welcome email, thanks the subscriber for joining
and provides a bit of information on what they can expect to receive
as a member of your mailing list.
You can also use this opportunity to promote your website, announce
a new product or service, or give away a valuable resource (report,
etc), which will jump-start the relationship building process, a critical
element to creating a responsive, active list of buyers.
Then, you can plug in additional emails and set them to run on predefined dates. This automates the process and makes building your
list exceptionally easy, since you will never have to manually email
your list, and instead can pre-write content that is distributed weekly,
bi weekly, etc.
It's recommended that you add in a few weeks worth of content, or if
you are sending out an email only once a week, try to create a
minimum of 4 emails, spanning a month of coverage.
That way, you can focus on building and growing your list, while your
autoresponder account takes care of ensuring that your subscribers
are consistently receiving your information, helping to brand your
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product (and yourself) with your ever-growing community.
When it comes to setting up opt-in boxes or squeeze pages that
showcase your mailing list and enable visitors to subscribe, there are
many different options available, some include using pre-made
templates that have been designed to convert, or hiring a designer to
create a custom squeeze page for your website or product.
Depending on how much money you have to invest, you might find
that by hiring a seasoned designer, you are able to build on your
brand by having a website template created exclusively for you.
Otherwise, there's absolutely nothing wrong with using pre-created
templates when you are starting out.
When using a blog based platform such as Wordpress, you can
easily implement an opt-in box with a single click.
CodeBanter created a free Wordpress plugin that will instantly add
your autoresponder code into your blogs template, and allow you to
begin building a mailing list from every visitor to your website.
You can download the plugin from http://www.CodeBanter.com
In order to grow a targeted, active email list, you need to keep it
focused on your target market.
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Since autoresponder services such as GetResponse.com or
Aweber.com allow you to create an unlimited number of
autoresponder campaigns, I suggest that you take advantage of this
and create individual campaigns for each and every niche market that
you are catering to, rather than creating one generic mailing list.
The reason for this is simple, the more targeted your list is, the better
equipped you will be to offer products and services that these
prospects are truly interested in, which means each campaign will be
more responsive and higher converting.
For example, if you are planning to create an info-product on "Weight
Loss For Women", you would want to create a mailing list consisting
primarily of women interested in losing weight.
Since it's likely that men and women both have different priorities and
objectives in regards to weight loss (as well as different methods of
losing and maintaining weight based on their body type, lifestyles,
etc), it would be far easier for you to locate affiliate products
specifically catered to your target audience (women), and know with
certainty, that your mailing is far more likely to be successful.
While there are broad markets where generic mailing lists will work,
such as "Internet Marketing", or overall "Weight Loss", from my years
of experience as an email marketer, campaigns that were highly
targeted always out-preformed those that were more generic, or all
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encompassing in nature.
As you begin to gain more experience with email marketing, you can
test out different campaigns and see what works best for your market.
One thing to keep in mind, is that regardless how you set up your
campaigns, you want to focus on markets with long term profitability.
There is no sense in creating mailing lists consisting of people who
are looking for short term solutions, or whose problem can be solved
with one product.
What you need to do is think long term.
 What other products and services compliment your primary one
that people are likely to be interested in?
 Is your market primarily based on short term problems, or are
there various methods of solving a problem, or catering to your
target audience that can be introduced to generate ongoing
revenue with future products and promotions?
Think carefully about the focus of your newsletter so that you are
putting your time and effort into creating a subscriber base that will
generate revenue for you now as well as in the future.
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Depending on how you intend on offering your newsletter, you will
want to either use the built-in opt in box option (as offered by
CodeBanter.com) or create a squeeze page solely dedicated to
building your list.
I suggest doing both for two reasons:
1: By implementing your opt-in box into a website (blog based),
you are able to grow a list while also growing a community on your
website itself.
2: By using a squeeze page, you are able to increase your
subscriber base by keeping the focus exclusively on encouraging
them to join your list, with no other content or external links available
(to avoid distraction).
You could then redirect your subscriber to your main website page
after they subscribe to your list and confirm their request via email.
When it comes to creating squeeze pages, the entire focus is on
providing enough information so that your prospect feels comfortable
joining your list and knows exactly what to expect.
You want to minimize any external links, interior pages,
advertisements or anything else that will distract your visitor from the
main objective: getting them into your autoresponder sequence.
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When creating your squeeze page, consider the important elements
of a regular sales page, including the headline on your squeeze page,
your sub headline, and any text you use.
While squeeze pages are typically designed to offer a free product in
exchange for a subscription, you want to still focus on selling to your
visitors, after all, you need to give them a concrete reason why they
should join your list and not someone else's.
List the benefits of joining your list by highlighting what your
subscriber will gain access to at no cost, such as free information,
free reports, resources, advice, tips and so on.
Keep your squeeze trimmed down in size so that your opt-in box
appears near the top of your webpage (above the fold) and that your
prospect is able to understand your message even when skimming
your site.
Always test your autoresponder code to ensure that it's working and
that your subscriber is being sent the activation/verification email,
especially if you use double-opt in because without clicking on the
confirmation email that they are sent out by your autoresponder
service, they will not be added to your list.
Never forget your "call of action", which simply gives your visitor clear
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instructions on what to do in order to subscribe:
Example: "Yes! Please send me a free report on "Eliminating
Panic "! that is placed above your opt in box, or "Enter In Your
Name And Email Address Below To Receive Your Free Report!".
Limit the number of graphics on your squeeze pages so that they
load quickly and don't distract your visitor, and finally, do not use the
default settings that are typically provided to you by your
autoresponder service, which redirects your subscriber to their
website where they can choose to subscribe to other autoresponders.
Instead, redirect them to YOUR website or blog so that they can
continue to explore your information, products and services.
Here is a step by step overview of how to set up your autoresponder
account using GetResponse (similar with aweber and all other
autoresponder service providers):
After creating your account at http://www.GetResponse.com , make
sure to upgrade your account from free to a paid version so that you
are able to eliminate any third party advertisements from your
messages. The last thing you want to do is promote someone else's
products with your broadcasts.
Then, log into your GetResponse account and click on "Create
Campaign" as shown below.
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On the Campaign Creation page, enter in a campaign name. This will
identify your campaign and be visible by subscribers. Then, enter in
your name, email address, as well as an email address that will
appear as the sender when your email campaigns are broadcasted
out to your list. (example: noreply@yourdomain.com)
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Enter in a campaign title and description and click "Create a new
campaign" to continue.
Before you will be able to generate the opt-in code that you use on
your website, you will need to personalize your campaign even
further, by adding in your signature, choosing whether to receive
email notifications whenever someone subscribes and to add in your
address (which appears within every email you send out).
Under the "Messages" tab, you can enter in your personal details,
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including the name and email that you want your campaign to appear
to be sent from. This can be your personal name, website name or
even company name.

You will then choose your message format. By default, it is set to
deliver "Single - HTML or plain text", and I suggest that you leave this
as is, however if you wish to change it to HTML only, or text based
only, you can select your choices from this menu.
You will notice the option to enable "click tracking" which is important
if you would like to review your campaign stats, including how many
people clicked on any links contained within your email messages.
You can view your statistics from each campaign at any time from the
"Stats" page associated with each autoresponder campaign.
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Similar to the Click Tracking, you can also choose to enable "Set Up
Open Rate", which will provide you additional information on the
number of subscribers that actually read your HTML messages. Once
enabled, a special, hidden image will be automatically added to your
messages in the HTML format.
You can also choose to link your autoresponder to your blog in this
area, which is a very useful tool if you want your subscribers to
receive notification whenever you update your blog.

A lot of people overlook this feature and it's exceptionally important if
you want to consistently generate traffic to your blog from active
prospects, which in turn, will help you continue to build a relationship
with your list.
To activate and use this feature, simply enter in the RSS URL to your
blog (typically, www.yourdomain.com/rss if you use Wordpress)
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Under the "Subscribers" tab, you can edit additional options including
whether you want to use a single opt in or double opt in feature.

By majority, most email marketers use the doubt opt-in, to ensure that
only those truly wishing to receive your information are added to your
mailing list. There are however, times where a single opt-in is
justified, and can beef up your mailing list quickly.
For instance, if you run a paid membership website, and people have
paid to access your website, you could choose to add in an
autoresponder with a single opt-in, since these people have signed
up to receive your information and paid for access.
Regardless of what you choose, always do your best to provide
information on your squeeze page as to whether you use a single or
double opt-in as well as how you intend to use/share or store your
subscribers information.
Add in a privacy policy note to assure your subscribers that you value
their privacy and will not sell or share it with third parties.
Once you have configured your autoresponder settings, click "Save"
to return to the main overview page.
You can always go back and edit any campaign you create by
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clicking on the "Campaigns" tab and then "Edit Campaign".

Now it's time to add in your automated messages. From the account
overview area, click on the "Manage Follow Up Messages" to load
the editing window, where you can type in your message and assign
a publish date (this is when the message will be delivered to your
prospects).
Personally, i set my first message to deliver instantly, with my second
message due for delivery 2 days later. It's important to continue to
keep in contact with your subscribers so that your mailing list doesn't
grow cold.
You want to pre-load your campaigns with as many messages as you
can, remembering that you can go in and edit your messages at any
time in the future.
You can also send out individual broadcasts in the event that you
have a special offer you'd like to share with your list, or you are
interested in promoting affiliate program launches.
Once your autoresponder is set up, click on "Subscribers" / Build
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Subscribers List / Capture Subscribers from the navigation menu.

This is where you will generate the code that you need to paste into
your squeeze or website in order to generate an opt-in form.
Simply choose HTML form, or if you wish to create a pop up window,
select that option. Then, from the drop down menu, choose the
campaign you just created and click "Start Capturing".

The next part of the process is an important one. This is where you
choose where to send your subscribers after they have joined your
list.
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Enter in the URL of your MAIN website (not the same squeeze page
where they just joined, but instead, to your main site where you can
funnel over traffic from prime customers, people who just subscribed
for more information and are interested in your products).
You can also add in a tracking code (any sequence of numbers or
letters) that will identify this campaign and help you determine where
your subscribers came from (helpful once you create multiple
websites, blogs or squeeze pages). For now, you can leave this
blank.
Click on "Next Step" to continue.
The next page will load up your HTML form.
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Simply copy this code and paste it into your website (squeeze page),
or if you are using a blog platform, you can enter this into
CodeBanter's plugin, once activated.
That's it! Your opt in form is ready to go and your autoresponder set
up and ready to capture leads!
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Chapter 5: Optimizing Your Website
Using the blog platform, available at Wordpress, you already know
how easy it is to set up your website and customize your theme.
The next step is to optimize your website using a series of built in
plugins as well as third party resources that will help your website
rank higher in the search engines, while encouraging interaction with
your customer base.
To start, there are a handful of important plugins that you should
upload and activate on your blog's website, including:
Google SiteMap Generator
http://www.arnebrachhold.de/2005/06/05/google-sitemaps-generatorv2-final?utm_source=wpwm&utm_medium=install&utm_content=plugin-home
This plugin will create a sitemap for your website that will help search
engine spiders crawl and index every page on your site.
Ultimate Tag Warrior
http://www.neato.co.nz/ultimate-tag-warrior/
With this plugin, you can tag every post you make on your blog with
relevant keywords, which will help you rank higher in the search
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engines.
Related Posts
http://wasabi.pbwiki.com/Related%20Entries
This plugin will keep your visitors on your website longer, by offering
related pages and posts based on the content they are reading.
All In One SEO Pack
http://wp.uberdose.com/2007/03/24/all-in-one-seo-pack/
No Ping Wait Plugin
http://onemansblog.com/2007/04/15/no-ping-wait-wordpress-plugin/
Contact Form
http://ryanduff.net/projects/wp-contactform/
Very handy tool that provides your visitors with an easy method in
which to contact you while avoiding spam bots who search out email
address online and harvest them. This contact form plugin will help
filter out spam messages and ensure delivery of important questions
or comments left for you by your website visitors.
Adsense Deluxe
http://www.acmetech.com/blog/2005/07/26/adsense-deluxewordpress-plugin/
If you are looking to monetize your blog, this plugin will provide you
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with an easy method of integrating Google Adsense advertisements
throughout blogs pages and navigation system.
Optimal Title
http://elasticdog.com/2004/09/optimal-title/
A SEO plugin that will allow you to create blog titles and category
names for SEO purposes (by placing your keyword in the <title> tag
of each page, one of the most important SEO elements.
Once you have downloaded these plugins, simply upload them into
your blogs "wp-content/plugins" directory and then log into your
Wordpress blog and manually activate each one from the Plugins
overview window.

Here are some other things to consider:
Optimize Your Template
Make sure that your post titles appear within your title tags and
feature your primary keywords (the most important keywords or
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keyword phrases that apply to your niche).
Include a relevent blog title:
Under General Settings make sure that you enter in your blog title
and tagline.
For your blog title, do not just enter in your domain name but also
focus on entering in keywords that relate to the theme of your blog
based on the content you intend to create.
For example, if I was creating a blog that focused on the golfing
niche, my blog title might be something like this:
Golf Resources: Tips and Tricks For The New Golfer
Just the same, my tagline would also incorporate my keywords:
Example: Golfing Tips, Resources And Information.
Add a RSS Subscription
By default, Wordpress has RSS capabilities built into the script, so it's
easy to offer a RSS feed to your subscribers. What an RSS feed
does, is distributes your posts in email readers or RSS readers so
that your subscribers can keep up to date on your posts, content and
updates.
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You can create a feed easily by visiting http://www.FeedBurner.com
and adding a snippet of code to your blogs interface.
Social Bookmarking
A great method of driving traffic to your website is by adding in social
bookmarking apps to your blog including Facebook, Digg,
StumbleUpon or Twitter.
A free resource that offers the option of adding in various social
bookmarking icons is available at: http://push.cx/sociable or
http://www.AddThis.com
Category Optimization
A lot of people overlook the importance of optimizing your category
titles as well as your posts and pages.
By adding in relevant keywords to your categories, you are able to
rank within search engines for additional keywords and phrases, so
be sure to insert your primary keywords into your blog's categories.
Once you have content on your website, you can submit your blog
into RSS and blog directories, as well as regular directories such as
Dmoz.org or GoGuides.com.
Here is a lengthy list of resources, featuring the top 50 directories:
http://www.toprankblog.com/rss-blog-directories/
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Another handy resource for driving traffic to your website is by
pinging your blog each time you update it.
Pinging sends out notification that you have recently added new
content to your website, and will help you rank within directories such
as www.Technorati.com and notify other services and communities
that keep track of blog updates.
You can ping your blog across multiple platforms by visiting
http://www.Pingoat.com

When it comes to adding content to your website, you will want to be
as active as possible, so that your content is regularly updated.
One way to do this without having to follow a difficult posting
schedule, is by preloading your content into your Wordpress blog and
selecting future dates as to when it will appear live on your website.
Here is a quick overview of how to do this:
Step 1: Log into your Wordpress administration panel (usually
located at www.yourdomain.com/wp-admin)
Step 2: Click on "Add New" under the Post category in your side bar.
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Step 3: Write or paste in your content/article, including a keyword
driven title, and tags using the WP Tag plugin you previously enabled
on your website.
Step 4: Rather than click "Publish" and have your post appear
instantly, click on the "edit" link as shown below:

Step 5: Choose a date from the selection menu, and click "Ok" to
save your changes.
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Your article will now appear on the date that you selected!
This is a great method of ensuring that your website remains fresh
and updated, and that you are able to consistently drive new traffic to
your website as each time your post is published, your website will
ping out notification that you have updated your website.
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Chapter 6: Traffic Generation Strategies
There are dozens of effective methods of driving targeted traffic to
your website, and when using the Wordpress platform as the
structure for your website, you are given even more options that you
can take advantage of instantly send a surge of unlimited traffic to
your website.
Here are a few methods to help you get started:
Join Blog Communities
There is an entire community dedicated to bloggers, where you can
instantly list your blog while participating in discussions, mutual
promotion and networking with seasoned bloggers in your niche
market.
Here is a directory of available networks:
http://www.toprankblog.com/rss-blog-directories/
http://www.bloggapedia.com/
http://www.blogarama.com/
http://topsites.blogflux.com/
http://www.blogpulse.com/
http://blogcarnival.com/bc/
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Be sure to include a detailed description of your blog within
directories that provide you with the option to submit information
about your website, and link to the main page of your blog rather than
a sub page, for better results.
Avoid using any automated submission services.
While submitting your blog into dozens of directories can be a tedious
chore, it will significantly boost your search engine ranking, however
the use of automated programs has been known to cause your links
to be rejected.
Social Network
Blog networks are a great way for you to network with other bloggers,
as well as maximize exposure by having your website appear on
other blogs as well as within targeted directories.
One of these communities is located at: http://www.blogcatalog.com
Blog Catalog is absolutely free to use, and once you set up your
account you will want to add the Blog Catalog badge or widget to
your blog page, encouraging visitors to join your group, comment on
your blog or become part of your Blog Catalog network.
My Blog Log, available at http://www.MyBlogLog.com features a very
active community of bloggers, and with their blog widget, you can
easily (and instantly) encourage visitors to your site will very little
effort.
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The way the widget box works is that once added to a blog, anyone
visiting the blog who is a member of MyBlogLog will instantly appear
within the Visitor Box.
This means that it’s very easy to generate traffic to your blog, since
those who drop by will be featured within your widget box for a period
of time.
Apart from blog communities, there are other free methods of
generating awareness and traffic to your website, including:
Squidoo & HubPages
With Squidoo, available at http://www.Squidoo.com, you are able to
create one-page websites, referred to as “lenses”, that can feature
text based modules showcasing your websites, affiliate products,
resources and even an opt-in box (helpful in maximizing your
outreach even further).
When you create a Squidoo Lens, you receive a URL that includes
specific keywords. This means, that if you were publishing a blog on
parenting tips, you could reserve the lens,
http://www.Squidoo.com/Your-Widget
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When setting up a lens be sure to include at least one 400 word
article, a direct link back to your site so that you can capture them as
a newsletter subscriber before sending them off to the merchants
website and be sure to fill out your Squidoo profile completely.
Furthermore, you create tags for it, making it easier for those
browsing Squidoo to find you, and also increasing your rank for this
lens within the search engine. These tags are also used to categorize
your lens.
Hubpages, available at http://www.HubPages.com works in a very
similar way, enabling you to create hubs (individual WebPages) that
feature articles, content, resources and more.
Both of these services are absolutely free to use.
NOTE: Be sure to use an anchor text with all outgoing links.
Rather than just have your link feature the URL to your site, you want
to use primary keywords so that your site ranks for the terms that will
yield maximum results when those browsing the search engines type
in specific keywords that you use on your site.
For example, if a blog or website is linking to you, rather than feature
a link like this:
<a href="http://www.yoursite.com">Your Domain Name </a>
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You would want to use something like this:
<a href="www.yoursite.com"> Relevant Keyword Here </a>
In addition, you want to do your best so that you use different anchor
text each time someone links to you. That way, you can utilize
different keywords that target your website, rather than have every
link using the same keywords.
Utilize FREE Blog Services
Blogger, http://www.Blogger.com and Wordpress (free hosted
version) http://www.Wordpress.com are both very good resources for
generating back links and traffic to your main website.
Simply register a blog using your keywords, post one article (it can be
the same article as you posted on Squidoo), and a link back to your
site as well as your Squidoo lens! Use anchor text again with every
outgoing link from any of these pages that you set up.

Forum Marketing
Participating in active forums that focus on your niche market is a
great way to generate traffic to your blog, as well as build a list and
develop a reputation as a credible source in your industry. Include a
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link back to your website within your signature post, utilizing anchor
text whenever possible.
To find forums within your market, simply enter your primary
keywords into the Google.com search engine. Include commands
such as “niche+forum”, or “niche+board” to locate relevant listings.
Article Marketing
You can increase the exposure that your website receives by simply
submitting a handful of articles using your primary keywords within
the title and within the content itself, and submitting it into article
directories such as http://www.EzineArticles.com
Search engines index articles that are published on these directories,
and using keywords and relevant topics you begin to rank for specific
keyword phrases, increasing your exposure instantly as people locate
your articles when entering in these keyword combinations into the
search engines.
Add your website link within the resource box attached to each and
every one of your articles, once again, using anchor text that
incorporates your primary keywords.
While article marketing works extremely well, in order to continue to
rank for specific keywords, you will need to stay on top of your article
marketing campaigns by adding fresh content to your author page as
frequently as possible.
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Blog Commenting
Search for high ranking blogs in your niche and post relevant or
useful comments.
Do not just post comment spam but instead, take the time to post
something useful that is likely to be left in place by the blog owner.
Post your sites direct link within every comment you leave.
Note: Make sure to search for blogs that offer “dofollow”, so that
every link contained within your comments counts as a back link to
your website.
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Final Words : Conclusion.
Once you have developed a system following the strategies that
we've just covered, it's easy to then duplicate the process and begin
to build a network of profitable websites, that span across multiple
niche markets, all generating consistent, passive income monthly.
Using the Wordpress blog software, you are able to create feature
laden, interactive and well structured websites within minutes.
Then, focus on developing fresh, high quality content that is relevant
to your markets,sprinkling your website with affiliate links, writing
solid, thorough reviews of affiliate products, and of course, working to
highlight your own product line, while filtering traffic between all of
your blogs and websites by interlinking your navigation so that your
visitors are funneled around your sites.
Start taking action today, and within a few short weeks you will
discover just how easy it really is to dive into some of the hottest
markets, while keeping a pulse on the market so that you are able to
eventually build your own brand of info products that consistently sell.
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With your ever-growing mailing list of prospects, your network of
finely tuned websites and a copy of this guide as a reference manual
that will take you through the process and refresh your knowledge
whenever you require it, you're equipped and ready to venture into
the online business world.
For Your Success,

Brian Simpson
AlbaIM Social Network
http://www.albaim.com/
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AlbaIM Useful Resources
Keyword Elite
http://www.KeywordElite.com
A keyword research tool to help you determine the best keywords to
use within your articles and promotional material.
Article Directories (for marketing, article submission)
http://www.GoArticles.com
http://www.ArticlesBase.com
http://www.ArticleFriendly.com
http://www.Articles-Hub.com
http://www.WebProNews.com
http://www.ArticleDashboard.com
http://www.ArticleSnatch.com
http://www.JustArticles.com
http://www.ArticleBlotter.com
http://www.ArticleCafe.net
http://www.SubmitYourNewArticle.com
http://www.Feezinesite.com
http://www.ABCArticleDirectory.com
http://www.Website-Articles.net
http://www.ArticleCrux.com
http://www.add-articles.com/
http://www.articlegarden.com
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http://www.articles-heaven.com
http://www.ArticleAlley.com
http://www.SearchGuild.com
http://www.ArticleGarden.com
http://www.Articledepot.co.uk
http://www.IdeaMarketers.com
http://www.EasyArticles.com
http://www.ArticlePros.com
http://www.ArticleTeller.com
http://www.BusinessKnowHow.com
http://www.NeoArticle.com
http://www.Amazines.com
http://www.PostArticles.com
http://www.ArticleWheel.com
Blog Ping List
http://api.feedster.com/ping
http://api.moreover.com/ping
http://api.moreover.com/RPC2
http://api.my.yahoo.com/rss/ping
http://bblog.com/ping.php
http://bitacoras.net/ping
http://blog.goo.ne.jp/XMLRPC
http://blogbot.dk/io/xml-rpc.php
http://blogdb.jp/xmlrpc
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http://blogmatcher.com/u.php
http://bulkfeeds.net/rpc
http://coreblog.org/ping
http://mod-pubsub.org/kn_apps/blogchatt
Blog Themes
http://www.WPSalon.com
http://www.BloggingPro.com
http://www.BlogsTheme.com
RSS Feed Resources:
Feedster: http://www.Feedster.com
Feedster was created as a search engine for finding content that has
been published on blogs and websites-utilizing RSS feeds.
Blog Lines: http://www.BlogLines.com
Bloglines is a community dedicated to finding and aggregating RSS
feeds from blogs and websites. You can use their search engine to
quickly locate blog posts on specific topics.
Kinja: http://www.Kinja.com is another RSS aggregator, and allows
you to create a free web page that collectively displays articles from
your personal collection of RSS feeds.
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Social Network & Social Bookmark Resources
http://www.albaim.com
http://www.sociableblog.com
http://www.buddymarks.com
https://www.chipmark.com/Main
http://complore.com
http://www.connectbeam.com
http://www.connectedy.com
http://www.diigo.com
http://feedmelinks.com/portal
http://www.getboo.com
http://www.hyperlinkomatic.com
http://www.lilisto.com
http://ma.gnolia.com
http://www.mister-wong.com
http://www.stumbleupon.com
http://www.blogster.com
http://www.blinkpro.com
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Copyright © 2009 Alba-International.com LLC, All rights reserved.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
This Product is for your personal use,
You may not give this away or include
this in any other product or membership site

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
No section of this course may be reproduced or transmitted in any form whatsoever
electronic, or mechanical,including photocopying,recording, or by any informational
storage or retrieval system without expressed written,dated and signed permission
from Alba-International.com LLC.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
The information presented herein represents the views of the author as of the date
of publication.
Because of the rate with which conditions change on the internet,the author reserves
the rights to alter and update his opions based on the new conditions.
This course is for informational purposes only and the author does not accept any
responsilbilities for any liabilities resulting from the use of this information.
While every attempt has been made to verify the information provided here,the author
and his referrals cannot assume any responsibility for errors,inaccuracies or omissions.
Any slights of persons or organisations are not intended.
Copyright © 2009 Alba-International.com LLC, All rights reserved.
501,Silverside Road,Suite 105,Wilmington,Delaware,19809,USA.
Terms and Conditions | Privacy Policy | Earnings and Income Disclaimer
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